Japan Airlines Co.,Ltd.

NRE Tennozu Bldg. 19F
4-11, Higashi-shinagawa 2 chome
Shinagawa-ku, Tokyo 140-8637
Tel: 03-5460-5747 / Fax: 03-5460-5859

JALCARGO-INFO-17-064
March 8, 2018

Dear Our Valued Customers

Japan Airlines Co., Ltd

【Request】Submission of HS Code and Chinese Commodity Name
for All Cargo to China via Beijing (PEK) – Additional Requirement#2
Thank you very much for your kind support and patronage of JALCARGO.

Although we already have been informed about new requirement for transit/transfer shipment via Beijing

(PEK)

to

China

destinations

on

JALCARGO-INFO-17-061

dated

February

27,

2018

and

JALCARGO-INFO-17-063 dated March 05, 2018 which was asking the cooperation of providing total

amount of invoices upon the cargo booking, it is difficult to obtain at the time of booking. Therefore, we

have added new column for invoice amount in our “Form for Transit Shipment via Shanghai/Beijing”.
Please kindly revise it to new form to the latest version of 08MAR2018.
We would appreciate your understanding and cooperation.

1. Effective Date
Immediately
2. Applicable Cargo
All cargo for China destinations via Beijing (PEK), including tranport by Truck.
3. Document Requirement
Please be sure to attach “Form for Transit Shipment via Shanghai/Beijing” to the Air Waybill and submit it
to JALCARGO.
≪Requirement items on“Form for Transit Shipment via Shanghai/Beijing”≫
①Consolidation Cargo: HAWB Number/Chinese Commodity Name/Pieces/Weight/10-digits HS code
(World common 6 digits code + Chinese 4 digits code)
<For Transit Shipment via Beijing, must comply in below>
Each Invoice Price Amount per HAWB and Total Invoice Price Amount per MAWB
(Although any Currencies can be used for invoice price, the total amount of invoices must be

used only one currency. The Currency Exchange Rate can be used your in-house rate.)

②Straight Cargo:

Chinese Commodity Name/Pieces/Weight/10-digits HS code
(World common 6 digits code + Chinese 4 digits code)
<For Transit Shipment via Beijing, must comply in below>
Invoice Price Amount (You may use any currencies for invoice price amount).

4. Others
・Please infom CNEE name and CNEE Phone number.
・By receiving order from Beijing Customs, it is possible to confirm invoices of your cargo.
If we cannot obtain correct information, there is a possibility that your cargo maybe delayed. Your kind
coorporation will be highly appreciated.
end

